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Abstract Informed consent means approval of the legal
representativeof the child and/or of the competentchild
for medical interventions following appropriate information. National legal regulations differ in regard to the
question when a child has the full right to give his or her
autonomous consent. Informed assentmeans a child's
agreementto medical procedures in circumstanceswhere
he or she is not legally authorised or lacks sufficient
understandingfor giving consent competently.Doctors
should carefully listen to the opinion and wishes of
children who are not able to give full consentand should
strive to obtain their assent.Doctors have the responsibility to determine the ability and competence of the
child for giving his or her consentor assent.All children,
even those not judged as competent, have a right to receive information given in a way that they can understand and give their assent or dissent. This consent/
assentprocessmust promote and protect the dignity,
privacy and confidentiality of the child and his or her
family. Consent or assentis required for all aspectsof
medical care, for preventive, diagnostic or therapeutic

measwes and research. Children may effectively refuse
treatment or procedures which are not necessaryto save
their lives or prevent serious harm. Where treatment is
necessary to save a life or prevent serious harm, the
doctor has the duty to act in the best interest of the child.
However, parents may also refuse to consent and in this
case national laws and legal mechanismsfor resolvins
disputes may be used.
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Informed consent means approval of the legal representative of the child or of the competent child for
medical interventions following appropriate information. There are differencesin national legal regulations
when a child has the full right to give his or her autonomous consent,Informed assentmeans a child's agreement for medical procedures in circumstanceswhere he
or she is not legally authorised or has insuffi.cient
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opinion and wishes of children who are not able to give
full consentand should obtain their assent.The doctor
has a high responsibilitybecausehe has to determinethe
ability and competence of the child to give his or her
consent or assentunder the conditions of the national
law.
Although consent/assentis often perceived as one-off
event,it is better regardedas a continuing process.

Ethicaliustifications
for consenVassent
Seekingconsent/assent
for medical treatment is justified
by the application of traditional moral theory or principles.
Firstly, seeking a person's consent/assentrespects
their basic right to self-determination (autonomy).
Individuals are best placed to determine what is their
bestinterestsand the only justification for infringing this
rrght is to prevent harm to others. Secondly,obtaining
consent/assent
involvestreating othersin a way in which
we would expect to be treated ourselves.The universal
need to obtain consent/assentalso involves treating
peoplejustly. Thirdly, obtaining consent/assent
protects
patients from the physical and psychological harms
which may occur as a result of illness or its treatment.
Fourthly, obtaining consent/assentconfers benefit by
encouraging active participation of individuals in
investigationand treatmentswhich are intended to restore their health. As a consequence,compliance for
treatment is often improved. Wider social benefits from
include the fostering of a doctor-patient
consent/assent
relationshipwhich is basedon partnership,mutual trust,
understandingand respect.
Traditional moral theories have to do with adults
who are usually regarded as sentient rational beings
without having the obligation to prove it. Increasingly,
doctors actively involve children in making decisions
about their own health care to an extent which would
have beenunlikely in the past. This greaterinvolvement
implies somechangesin our attitudes to the moral status
of children and the moral claims which they may make
on society.

must not ignore children's interests. On the contrary
they, in partnership with parents, have a duty to enhance, €ncourage, protect and promote children's
development from the dependency of infancy to the
autonomy of adults.
Parents are given the ethical and legal responsibility
to make decisions for children provided that they do so
in the best interest of the child (United Nations Convention of Rights of the Child). However, the UN
Convention, which has been ratified by all EU statesand
which defines the child as being a person also under the
ageof 18, provides a mechanismfor children's views to
be heard.Article l2 provides that the states"shall assure
the child who is capableof forming his or her own view,
the right to express those views freely in all matters
affecting the child, the view of the child being given due
weight in accordance with the age and maturity of the
child". As a consequence,"children shall be provided
with the opportunity to be heard in any judicial or
administrative proceeding affecting the child directly".
Whilst this doesnot explicitly refer to medicaltreatment,
there is no doubt that this is what is intended. The
Convention also provides that children should have access to the best available standards of health care, the
right to information, the right not to be subjected to
inhuman or degrading treatment and the right to privacy. Children are right owners, even if they are not able
to expresstheir rights. Everyone dealing with such rights
has the duty to promote them, to give voice to them and
to become a true child advocate.

The rcle of law in disputes about oonsent

As indicated above, disputes about consent/assentand
refusal may require legal intervention, The role of law in
ethical decision-makingis to: (l) provide a framework
within which to resolve difficult ethical issues, (2) provide safeguardsin responseto controversial issuesviz (a)
absolute prohibition- even with consent, e.g. circumcision, (b) procedural hurdles, e.g. regulation of fertility
treatments, (3) provide a mechanism for resolving
intransigent disputes fairly and (4) to protect weak and
vulnerableindividuals, e.g. infants.
Controversies, which may arise, are likely to relate to
The moral status of children
the age at which children and young people are regarded
as competent to refuse treatment, which health care
According to Article I of the Declaration of Human professionalsbelieve to be in their best interests.A1Rights, the child must be recognisedas a person with the though it is logical to assume that if children are combasic rights of all human beings to be free and equal in petent to consent to a procedure, they are also
dignity and rights. Therefore, the principal attitude or competent to refuse it, there may be difficulties with this
doctors must be dedicated to the respect of the life and approach. Many jurisdictions are reluctant to permit
dignity ofthe child as an entity offull value at eachstage children to refuse life-saving tr€atment, even when they
of development.The more children are dependenton the are felt to be competentto consentto it, e.g, treatment
protection and the support of their parents and other for anorexia nervosa,blood transfusionsand treatment
adults becauseof the lower status of their development, of leukaemiain Jehovah'sWitnesses.The generaloverthe more the attention and empathy of doctors should riding principle of law is usually that the best interests
be focused on the needs of children. Therefore doctors of the child or young person are a major factor in
should not only concentrateon the view of parentsand deciding what should be done. This is in keeping with
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the provisions of the UN Convention on the Rights
of the Child, which has been widely ratified and in
decisionsby the European Court of Human Rights.

requiresnot
or assent,However,valid consent/assent
but alsothe adequateinformationand
only competence
without duressor
the obtainingof the consent/assent
constraint.

The question of agp
Assessing competence
Under the UN Convention all children have rights
irrespective of their age or maturity and these rights
confer certain obligations on society and individuals in
their treatment of children. The Convention does not
define when the wishes of a child become determinative
rather than merely need to be taken into account. Thus
the Convention does not determine when children become competentto make decisionsfor themselves.Parents are acknowledged as being the most important
decision-makersfor incompetent children although there
may be other complex circumstances where other
agencies,e.g. the law court, may be involved.
In law, if not ethically, it has been traditional to regard competenceas a function of age. Thus the age at
which children may ride motor cycles,drive automobiles
or drink alcohol has been defined by relevant law in
European states. However this notion of age-related
competcncehas been increasinglyquestionedin relation
to such personal matters as making decisions about
health care. This questioning has begun to find expression in national laws or their application in relation to a
child's competenceto consent/assentor refuse medical
treatment. In EU countries, the age of majority is generally l8 yearsalthough exceptionsexist. At this age any
competent person is legally able to refuse treatment as
well as consentto it.
Younger children may, according to laws of individual states,be able to consent to treatment especiallyif
they have enough maturity and ability to understand the
benefits and risks of the proposed treatment and its
alternatives.The concept of a "mature minor" has been
introduced by some authorities to include groups of
children whoseage rangesin most EU countriesfrom 14
to 18 yearsand who are often regardedas being mature
enough to give their own consent to treatment. [n some
countries the age at which children are considered to be
potentially competent is even lower. In some jurisdictions competentminors can give their consent without
the involvement of parents, assuming the decision is
beneficialfor the adolescentand he/she does not want
the parentsinvolved.
Competencehas often been associatedwith cognitive
capacity, rationality and age. However, it is now regardedto be also a function ofa child's experienceofthe
illnessin question.For examplea l2-year-old adolescent
with a second relapse of leukaemia has a unique experienceof the illnesson which to basehis or her decisions
about future treatment. Very young children may have a
clear understanding of death although they may lack
understanding of the likely effect of their death on their
families. In any case, doctors should always question
themselvesif the child is mature enough to give consent

Competenceis the ability to perform the task in question. In this case,it involvesthe ability to make decisions
about health care. Whether a child may make such
decisions, depends on the national law and on the
judgement of the doctor on the developmentalskills of
the child to be able to make autonomous decisions.The
child therefore needs to show that he or she can (l)
understand the information which is given to them, (2)
believe that information applies to them, (3) use the
information to make a free choice and (4) make the
choice in question.
Competence depends on the context which may involve the physical surroundings of the child. It also depends on the relationship between the child, the parents
and the health professionalsand must be seenwithin the
child's experienceof their illness.Competencealso varies
over time and with the stateof the illness.For examplea
child who is in severe pain may not be competent to
make decisions which they could otherwise make.
Broadly speaking,children needto show understanding of the nature of their illness, why treatment is necessary, understandingof the treatment which is proposed
and what risks are entailed and understanding of the
implicationsof treatmentor non-treatmenton themselves
or on their families.The more impact a treatmentis likely
to have, the greater understanding they will need to
demonstrate,especiallyif they wish to refuseit. Thereis a
complex relationship between competenceand information. It would be difrcult for a child to be competentif they
had not been adequately informed. Therefore, all children, eventhosenot judged as competent,have the right
to receive information given in the way they can understand and to give their assentor dissent.

lrfomation
It is doubtful if fully informed consent/assentis ever
possible. Therefore the information which needs to be
divulged needs to be adequate in quantity and quality.

Quality of information
It is most important that all information should be in
conformity with the capacity of the child to understand.
Language and communication should be adapted to the
capacity of the child to understandand make decisions,
Both parents and children should have sufficient time and
spaceto reflectupon the information which has beengiven
to them to use it to make a choice.For specialcasese.g.
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sent in which an individual is specifically asked to consent/assent to the procedure in question, e.g.
appendectomy for acute appendicitis. Consent may be
implied when an individual presentsthemselfor is presented for a procedure to which general agreement has
been agreed or implied. For example, a child's presentation by a parent for immunisation as a result of a letter
of invitation is often taken as being implied consent/
assent for this procedure. Nevertheless, information
about benefitsand risks should be regardedas mandal. What is going to be done?
tofy,
2. Why is it going to be done?
Consent may be written or verbal. Written consent
3. What is the intended outcome?
provides some kind of record that the procedure has
4. What are the benefits and risks of the treatment
been discussedbut may have no more legal force in some
proposed?
countries than verbal consent. Nevertheless,it is essen5. What are the alternatives including benefitsand risks?
tial to provide a written account of the information
6. What will happen if nothing is done?
which is being given to obtain consent.Assent may be
Thesequestionsdeal in broad terms with the quality given verbally.
of information which should be given. They do not
consider how much information should be given.
cardiac, oncological and other diseases,clinical centres
usually provide supporting written information. Additional drawings which illustrate medical interventions are
useful means of information. However, the personal and
lingual communication between the doctor and the parents and child-patients is mandatory for the informed
process.
consentlassent
The content of information which needs to be siven
should includethe following:

In wftatcircumstances
is consenVassent
unnecessary?

Quantity of information
Previously,professionalsrevealedasmuch information as
they thought was necessary;this often provided insufficient information. The minimum information which
should be provided is that which a reasonableor average
parent or child might want in order to make a decision
about whether to undergo a procedure in similar circumstances.A more stringent standard is to provide the
information which this individual parent or child might
actually require to make the decisionin question.Whatever standard is chosen there is a duty to answer all
questionsthat the child or parents may have unlessthe
doctor feelsthat to do so would be so harmful that he or
she feelsthat it cannot be given. Thesecircumstancesare
exceptionallyrare. Without suff cient information neither
childrennor parentscan be competentto make decisions.

Medical tr€atment may take place without consent/assent when the indication to intervene overrides the
practicalitiesof obtaining consent/assent.Doctors need
to satisfy themselvesthat either the child's life would be
in danger or there is a serious risk to the physical or
mental health of the child if treatment is not given. A
doctor has a duty to act in the child's best interestand
would need to show that is what he or she had done. It
would be wise to have the written support of a colleague
that the child's life would be in danger if treatmentwere
not given, A record of the steps taken to try to obtain
consent/assentshould be kept. In most circumstances
parents would be available to give consent but if they
refuseto do so, e.g. in the caseof a child who requiresa
blood transfusion but whose parents are Jehovah's
Witnesses, then legal intervention may be necessaryif
there is sufficient time to do so.

Voluntariness

Refusalof treatment

The consent/assentprocessmust promote and protect the
dignity, privacy and confidentialityof the child and his or
her family. The consent/assentmust be obtained without
forced or undue influenceand should not take place under
duress.There may be circumstances,e.g. an acuteemergency,where time constraints apply. The power imbalancein the doctor-patientrelationshipcan also be a factor
in reducinsvoluntariness.

It is logical to assumethat a child who is competent to
assentto treatment is also able to refuse treatment even
if doctors feel that it is in the child's interest.However,
thus is not necessarilythe casein law whose function in
this instance is to protect the child or others from harm.
Children may refuse treatment or procedures which
are not necessaryto safe their lives or prevent serious
harm, e.g, blood tests or minor dental procedures.Attempts should be made to persuade them that the procedure is in their best interests but in general, the
treatment should be postponed until the child is able to
agree to it,
Where treatment is necessaryto save life or prevent
harm, the doctor has a duty to act in the best interest of
the child. In these circumstances the consent of the
parents is usually obtained and in law is often regarded

In whatsituations
is informedconsent/assert
necessary?
Consent or assentis required for all medical care, for
preventive, diagnostic or therapeutic measures and
research.Usually it is necessaryto obtain expresscon-
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law on this matter are often
as sumcient. However, parents may also refuse to con- national and international
sent and in this casenational laws and legal mechanisms unclear.
In generalchildren should give their consent/assentto
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good
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islation, it is
ethics
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group
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CESP.
of
working
consent
going to be overruled.Very rarely children may
to treatment which is in their best interest but also
dangerous or experimental and to which their parents
refuse. If they are competent to understand fully the Furtherreading
nature and purposeof what is involved, then their choice
l. AldersonP (1990)Choosingfor children:parents'consentto
should generally be respected.
surgery.Oxford University Press,Oxford
Many disputes about consent/assentand refusal can
2. Aldlrson P, MontgomeryJ (1996)Healthcarechoices.Making
be resolvedby devoting time and energy to discussions
decisionswith children. Institute of Public Policy Research,
with parents and children by perhaps involving advoLondon
cates, religious advisers etc. However, in caseswhere 3. DevereuxJA, JonesDH, DickensonDI (1993)Can children
withhold consentto treatment?BMJ 303:1459-1461
resolution cannot be achieved, the appropriate legal
4.
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steps are taken. Such documentation should include
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clear justification as to why a child's right might be inLondon, pp 217-230
fringed.
5. Ethics Working Group of the Confederation of European

Research
Researchinvolving children is important in terms of the
benefitswhich it may provide to both individual children, children in general and to society. However, all
researchmust fulfill strict ethical criteria and must be
subject to valid consent/assent.All researchproposals
should be subject to evaluation by research ethics committees/review boards which will usually require that:
l. The research proposed will answer a valuable scientific question.
2. The researchneedsto be done in children.
3. The researchhas a favourable risk-benefitratio.
4. A written information leaflet will be given.
5. A written consentwill be obtained.
6. Adequate time is provided for consent.
7. Withdrawal of consentmay occur at any time withfor patients or parents.
out any consequences
8. The person obtaining consent/assentwill be the person who is carrying out the researchproject.
Studiessuggestthat children over 9 years of age can
understand quite complex metabolic projects but
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